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Professor Francis “Bud” McGrath Retires
After a long and illustrious
career of close to 50 years (32
at USM), Professor Francis
“Bud” McGrath retired from
USM.
Professor McGrath has devoted his time and shared his passion for Irish politics, culture
and literature. He has published two books and numerous articles on related topics in
top-tier presses and journals
and has a third book in the
works. Google Scholar lists
more than two hundred citations of his work by scholars
from more than a half-dozen
different countries. His book
on Brian Friel and the Field
Day Theatre company has

been cited as a standard reference in the 9th edition of the
Norton Anthology of English Literature and has led to an invitation to contribute to WileyBlackwell’s two volume Companion to Irish Literature. Professor McGrath is presently
completing a book project entitled “Language, Identity, and
Nationalism: Ireland’s Field
Day Company” drawing on
thousands of documents he
obtained from the “Field Day
Papers” collection donated to
the National Library of Ireland
and recently catalogued and
made available to the public.
During his time at USM Professor McGrath taught 27 difOn April 11, Professor
Marjorie Perloff gave a
packed room lecture on
“Reading the Verses
Backward: Poetry for the
Digital Age.”

Professor
Marjorie Perloff

From Professor Nancy
Gish’s introduction: “The
National Poetry Foundation calls Professor Perloff ‘One of the foremost
critics of contemporary,
modern, and avant-garde

ferent courses, from introductory courses in writing and
literature to upper-level courses
in critical theory, Modernism,
Irish Literature and Culture,
and Irish Film and Drama.
Since 2010, he has become a
leading proponent of on-line
teaching in the English Department, and he has set the standards for excellence in his own
on-line courses. The richness
and depth of knowledge that
Professor McGrath offers students at USM is extraordinary
and irreplaceable. We are
fortunate that, even though
retired, he will continue to
offer such expertise on-line at
USM in the future.

poetry and poetics now
writing in English.’ Her
first book on Yeats, came
out in 1970, and she has
been rethinking and revisioning poetry and culture ever since.
In reading her memoir,
The Vienna Paradox, I
found this comment from
Marjorie: ‘I wanted to
become a different kind of
modernist: no longer the

From the Alumni Corner...
Martin Conte (2015) has been
accepted in the graduate program in English at the University of Maine and will be working as a Teacher’s Assistant
teaching ENG 101 College
Composition.

Alec Fisher (2017) has been
accepted in the graduate program at the University of
Washington.
Courtney Ross (2017) After
receiving her degree this past

December, Courtney accepted
a job teaching 12th grade English at her former high school,
Sacopee Valley.

Martin Conte (2015)
and “Bud” McGrath
~Gerry Peters, Chair,
English Dept.

student of AngloAmerican poetics from
Yeats to Lowell, but of
the larger, early 20thcentury world called the
Avant-Garde.’
For almost five decades,
Marjorie has been the
Avante-Garde critic of
the Avant-Garde. Whenever you start to think
about the new, she is
already there.”
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21st Century Literacies: Multimodality and Writing Across the Curriculum

Professors Ball and
Charles

The Department of English re
-ceived a USM Title III High
Impact Practice Program
Grant for a project titled 21st
Century Literacies: Multimodality and Writing Across the Curriculum. Cheryl Ball, Associate
Professor of Digital Publishing Studies at West Virginia
University, and Anita
Charles, Director of Secondary Teacher Education at
Bates College were invited to
participate in several events
that focused on incorporating
multimodal learning in writing courses and courses across
the university curriculum.
On September 28, Professor

Ball led a discussion on
“Writing is Designing for our
Future.” Digital communication is mainstream, with everyone—from babies to greatgreat-grandparents—
consuming and producing
digital media content for family, friends, businesses, organizations, and even schools.
Understanding why digital
media is taught in writing
classes in higher education is
important for student-scholars
as well as teachers, administrators, and the public. Professor Ball discussed the current research and pedagogical
approaches of digital media
composition in writing-

intensive classrooms in higher
education and addressed questions about why we are bothering in the first place.
On September 29, Professors
Ball and Charles presented on
“Multiliteracies and New
Media Writing.” The focus of
this discussion revolved
around multiliteracies in elementary and secondary education, college composition,
English curricula; role of digital technologies in reading
and writing; incorporating
new media in course assignments; and, humanities majors, careers, and the changing
marketplace.

Faculty Lecture Series
In December, Professor Bud
McGrath’s lecture, “Online
Learning and the Future of
UMS,” spoke about how
USM has been offering online
courses for years, but the demand far outweighs the supply. Moreover, the technology
has matured to the point
where online courses can engage students more effectively
than traditional face-to-face
courses.

In April, Professor Shelton
Waldrep’s lecture, “Stanley
Kubrick, James Bond, and
Designing the Playboy Imaginary,” discussed how Stanley Kubrick and the Bond
franchise created cinematic
universes that featured designs reflective of the Playboy
aesthetic—a spatial relation
in which architecture is an
extension of the body.

2017 O’Brien Poetry Event
The Department of English
hosted the annual O’Brien
Poetry Event on October 25
featuring poet Cheryl Savageau. Savageau is the author
of three collections of poetry:
Mother/Land, Dirt Road Home
(a finalist for the Paterson
Poetry Prize and nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize), and
Home Country. She currently
edits the online journal Dawnland Voices 2.0 and teaches
writing workshops.
Cheryl Savageau

Professor Lisa Hibl and
Poet Cheryl Savageau
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2018 Scholarship Winners

2018 Scholarship Winners

C. Elizabeth Sawyer Scholarship - Haley Bantz I decided on English because I was told that if I wanted to be an elementary school teacher I should major in English. I was reluctant at first since English was
never a strength of mine, but I took the advice and pursued a degree on the English K-8 Education track. The
past three years have shaped me more so than I could have imagined. Our world is shaped through language
and studying the art of it has broadened my perspective on a local and global sense. Being introduced to literary theory and eventually feminist theory forced me to think in ways that were frustrating yet empowering
and exciting. Recently I switched from the K-8 track to the 7-12 because of my newfound love for English. Although anxious about my upcoming year of student teaching, I feel confident and passionate about
my subject choice. English will give me the opportunity to have my students explore themselves and the world
around them. I want to thank the University and my professors for not settling but working with me until I
grew as an individual. It truly surprised me and I am so grateful for being chosen for the C. Elizabeth Sawyer
Scholarship. English is fluid yet foundational and I hope to continue learning even after I leave USM.

Virginia Weaver Scholarship - Kailey Harris My love for storytelling blossomed in a third-grade language arts class and I’ve been writing nonstop ever since. I entered USM knowing I would be an English
Major and I truly feel at home here. The faculty are friendly, caring, helpful, dedicated. I am proud to know
professors that challenge their students and constantly push them to be the best versions of themselves, academically and otherwise. The lessons I have learned at USM are innumerable; I have grown up here. I have
dabbled in the art of rhetoric, I have practiced memoir and fiction and analytical papers, each genre providing
opportunities to master new writing skills, hoping always to improve. Being recognized for academic achievement is a privilege and an honor.

Jordan Maroon Scholarship - Jack Martin Growing up, I became convinced that I was going to become a lawyer. However, it wasn’t until my junior year that I decided I wanted to become a law librarian
instead of an actual lawyer. There was something about being surrounded by books that I’ve always found
intoxicating and throughout high school I volunteered at my local library. I think I’ve also always known that
I’d really like to be an author, and deciding on a career path is more just thinking about where I would like to
work until I manage to write my breakout novel (or a profession that I will enjoy enough that I won’t mind
continuing to work if I never do write said breakout novel). Over the past year and a half though, my plans
have changed once again and after spending some time working in my local history centre, I’ve decided that
I’d like to go into archiving or museum curation. Not only have I found I wholeheartedly enjoy the work itself,
but that the past is filled with so many stories just waiting to be told. It’s a profession almost tailor-made for a
historical fiction writer. I cannot thank the English Department and faculty enough for helping me to refine so
many broadly applicable skills, namely how to properly write a research paper. I am truly grateful for the opportunities the English Department has given me and humbled to have been chosen as the recipient of the
Jordan Maroon Scholarship.

USM Classics Scholarship - Peter Valentino No matter what one yearns to do in life, whether that is to
write the next big philosophical text, to become a politician, to mop floors, to sit for hours driving a truck, or
whatever else one strives to do, the written word and oral communications are “weapons” one can use to
shape the world regardless of their occupational considerations. At first, I decided to major in English because
my father, being an editor and ghost-writer, made me aware of the incredibly interesting people in the world,
their stories and all, and I, knowing I enjoy writing, felt I could help others with their writings as well. But now
I understand that my education is not singularly an entrance into the world of editing—that can become my
occupation, if I so decide on that path. Rather, I see how I can make a difference in the world with knowledge
beyond that learned at a younger age, and I am starting to realize that with my interests in maps, local and
international history and politics, truck routes, game wardens, police and more. A vast mixture of interests,
indeed! But that is what is great about learning at a higher level: you are free to build those interests and to
determine your true interests. A strong believer in the freedom of expression, I understand a university experience as freeing one from the restraints one may feel as “simply a janitor” or as “simply a trucker.” That is not what one will “simply be,” even
if they are virtually necessitated to take such jobs against their overall desires—not if they have learned the logic behind freedom of thought
and especially not if they are so fortunate, as I am, to go to college or to receive helpful aids along the way, such as the USM Classics Scholarship, which I am very grateful for having received and for which I thank Professor Muthyala for writing a letter of recommendation. Thank
you as well to the English Department and USM in general. I take my books and knowledge as a kind of protection against the world, knowing
that they can help me be more knowledgeable and offer me a source of enjoyment. Other than declarations of human rights (which need to be
dogmatized in order to ensure stability and general content among some of the least fortunate), and democratic principles, I see opinions as
being best “duked out” in the public, and I believe that the best ones win the day, through logic applied to situations and so forth.

Treworgy Scholarship - Katelyn Bates
CAHS Annual Scholarship - Abbey Donahue
Dorothy “Deedee” Schwartz Memorial Scholarship - Katherine Hast
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Professor Emerita Kathleen Ashley continues to be active in her retirement:
Publications:
 Invited chapter on “Social Functions” in A Cultural History of Theatre in the Middle Ages. Ed. by
Jody Enders (London: Bloomsbury Publishing Co., 2017), pp. 39-58
 Article, “Psalm-Singing at Home: The Case of Estienne Mathieu, a Burgundian Protestant”
in Domestic Devotions in the Early Modern World (Leiden: Brill, 2018)
 Essay: “Claire’s Keywords” in “Encore Performances” special issue of Philological Quarterly
(forthcoming)
Lectures and Conference Papers:
 Keynote speaker at “Performance, Culture and the Book – A Colloquium Honoring the
Work of Claire Sponsler” August 25, 2017 University of Iowa
 Invited lecture, “Mystère de Saint Martin à Seurre (1496) Colloque sur la figure martinienne
November 5, 2017 Tours, France
 Panelist, “Saints and Names” on Roundtable “What’s in a Name” May 10, 2018 International Congress on Medieval Studies Kalamazoo, MI
Other Professional Activities:
 Award Committee to select best first book in hagiography studies, Hagiography Society
 Award Committee to select David Bevington prize for best new book, Medieval and Renaissance Drama Society
 Session Chair: 2 sessions “Wolves” May 12, 2018 International Congress on Medieval
Studies Kalamazoo, MI
Professor Ben Bertram’s book, Bestial Oblivion: War, Humanism, and Ecology in
Early Modern England has just come out in June as part of the “Perspectives on
the Nonhuman” series for Routledge Press. He has also recently completed an
essay on Shakespeare, war, and animals that will appear in the Routledge Handbook on Shakespeare and Animals.
Professor Judson Merrill’s short story “Remediated” was published in the
Spring 2018 issue of Chicago Review. Another story, “Dreamgirl,” is forthcoming in the Summer 2018 issue of The Massachusetts Review.
Professor Jessica Ouellette received a CAHS/Faculty Senate award for teaching.
Professor Laima Sruoginis presented her paper “The Microcosm Within the Macrocosm: How
the Literature of a Small Diaspora Fits Within the Context of Global Literature” at the International Academic Forum Conference in Kobe, Japan, March 30 - April 1. Her novel, This Is Not My
Sky, will be published by Lithuania’s largest commercial publisher, Alma Littera, September 2018.
The novel has been translated into Lithuanian by Loreta Gema and will be published under the
title, Tai Ne Mano Dangus. A play that she translated by the Lithuanian classic playwright Saulius
Šaltenis (Kalės Vaikai, in English, Sons of Bitches) was staged with her English language translation at the Atrium International Theatre Festival in Klaipėda, Lithuania, June 10, 2018.

